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ABSTRACT

To study CD4 1 T cell productivity during HIV-1 infection, CD4 1 T cell telomere lengths were measured.
Cross-sectional and longitudinal  analysis of HIV-1-infected individuals with CD4 1 T cells counts . 300
cells/mm3 showed normal average telomeric restriction fragment (TRF) length and normal shortening rates
of CD45RA 1 naive and CD45RO 1 memory CD4 1 T cells. These TRF data were interpreted in terms of CD4 1

T cell production by means of a mathematical model. This model resolves previous criticisms arguing that
the normal TRF length of CD4 1 T cells in HIV-1 clinical latency is due to the killing of dividing CD4 1 T cells
by the virus. Only an increased priming rate of naive CD4 1 T cells to become memory cells may elongate the
average TRF length of memory CD4 1 T cells, and may therefore mask the shortening effect of increased
turnover in the CD4 1 memory T cell compartment. The data are more compatible with the notion that dur-
ing HIV-1 clinical latency the turnover of CD4 1 T cells is not markedly increased, however, and that HIV-
related interference with renewal from progenitors plays a role in CD4 1 T cell depletion. In such a “limited
renewal” scenario disease progression is no longer a consequence of markedly increased CD4 1 T cell pro-
duction.
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INTRODUCTION

AH ALLM ARK O F HIV-1 infection is the decline of CD4 1 T
cells. The rate of CD4 1 T cell decline is slow and rela-

tively constant in asymptomatic HIV-1-infected  individuals,
with a more rapid decline related to the emergence of syn-
cytium-inducing  (SI) variants.1 The basis for this decline, how-
ever, is not known. It has been proposed that during HIV-1 clin-
ical latency the production of CD4 1 T cells is increased by
more than an order of magnitude,2,3 and that this markedly in-
creased production ultimately leads to proliferative exhaustion. 2

The typical recovery rates of 2 3 109 CD41 T cells/day during
the first weeks of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART)2

were based on measurements  in peripheral blood. However,
several authors suggested that this could be confounded by a
redistribution of lymphocytes during HAART.4–7 Direct mea-
surements of CD41 T cell numbers in peripheral blood and lym-
phoid tissue during HAART indeed suggest that during the first

weeks of treatm ent the percentage of CD41 T cells in the lym-
phoid tissue drops from 99% to the normal 98% in 3 weeks.8

Such a 1% change is sufficient to explain the typical CD4 1 T
cell recovery rates in the peripheral blood.7 Moreover, the nor-
mal total body CD4 1 T cell production, as estimated by
Ki67 1 CD4 1 T cells in lymphoid tissue,8,9 or by the peripheral
enrichment of deuterated glucose-labeled CD4 1 T cells,10 is
about 109 CD4 1 T cells/day. The observed recovery of 2 3 109

CD4 1 T cells/day2 would therefore maximally represent a
twofold increase only, which seems insufficient to cause pro-
liferative exhaustion. 10

Evidence against markedly increased CD4 1 T cell produc-
tion and proliferative exhaustion has come from telomere mea-
surements. 11,12 Telomeres are TTAGGG repeats at the very end
of chromosomes , which shorten with each cell division,13,14 and
can therefore be used as a tool to study CD41 T cell replica-
tion.15 In HIV-infected individuals with CD4 1 T cell counts
. 100 cells/mm3, normal to increased CD41 T cell telomere re-
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striction fragment (TRF) lengths in HIV-1 infection were re-
ported.11,12

However, the use of telomere length as a marker of turnover
in HIV infection has been debated. 10,16 Indeed, data on telo-
mere length change must be interpreted with care. First, telo-
merase, a nucleoprotein enzyme that can add telomeric repeats
onto chromosomal ends, is expressed at low levels in lympho-
cytes and can be upregulated after activation. 17–20 Normal
telomerase activity and normal induction of expression have
been reported in T lymphocytes from HIV-infected individu-
als.11,12,21 There is therefore, as yet, no indication that increased
telomerase activity is compensating for increased telomere loss
in HIV 1 patients. Second, because HIV-1 preferentially infects
dividing CD4 1 T cells it was argued that the populations sur-
viving viral infection should on average have longer TRF
lengths, which would mask the telomere shortening by the in-
creased production. 16 ,22 Third, a preferential depletion of either
CD45RA 1 naive, or of CD45RO 1 memory, CD4 1 T cells
could have an impact on the measured population average TRF
lengths. In CD4 1 T cells, the average TRF length of CD45RA 1

naive cells is about 1.4 kb longer than that of CD45RO 1 mem-
ory cells.23 Although HIV-1 predom inantly infects and repli-
cates in the memory CD45RO 1 subset of CD4 1 T cells,24 the
naive CD45RA 1 subset is depleted during HIV-1 infection. 25,26

We address these issues here by measuring TRF lengths of
both CD45RA 1 naive and CD45RO 1 memory CD4 1 T cells
in asymptom atic HIV-infected individuals with CD4 1 T cell
counts . 300 cells/mm3. To investigate if the data on telomere
length could still allow for high turnover rates in CD4 1 T cells,
leading to exhaustion of renewal and therefore to CD4 1 T cell
depletion, we developed mathematical models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient population

For cross-sectional analysis, fresh blood samples were ob-
tained from 12 HIV-infected individuals who were in a clini-
cally latent stage, with CD4 1 T cell counts varying from 300

to 800 cells/mm3 (mean 6 SD, 460 6 170 cells/mm3) and with
duration of infection from 1 to 12 years (mean 6 SD, 5.7 6 3.6
years). Three patients had received treatment with nucleoside
analogs. As healthy controls, fresh blood samples were obtained
from laboratory workers. Longitudinal analysis of TRF length
was performed on frozen blood samples from eight HIV-in-
fected men. Patients 232, 1120, 6140, and 6049 received treat-
ment with nucleoside analogs and patient 82 started triple ther-
apy (Table 1). All HIV-infected men were participating in the
Amsterdam cohort study on HIV infection in homosexual men.

Cell separation

Purified CD4 1 T cells were obtained from either freshly iso-
lated (Ficoll-Hypaq ue gradient) or frozen peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) by positive selection with mag-
netic microbeads (CD4 multisort kit, Mini-MACS; Miltenyi
Biotec, Sunnyvale, CA) as described, 11 resulting in 97–99% pu-
rity. To separate CD45RA 1 and CD45RO 1 T cells, two sub-
sequent positive selections were performed: first, purified
CD45RA 1 T cells were obtained with magnetic microbeads
(Mini-MACS) conjugated with CD45RA monoclonal antibod-
ies (MAbs), and the remaining fraction was further purified with
magnetic microbeads conjugated with CD45RO MAbs. Purity
was checked by fluorescence-activ ated cell sorting (FACS)
staining. Purity of CD45RA 1 cells was, on average, 94 and
90% and purity of CD45RO 1 cells was, on average, 82 and
76% for, respectively, control and HIV 1 samples.

Determination of telomeric restriction fragment length

DNA was isolated from 106 PBMCs by the Qiagen blood
and body fluid protocol (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Genomic
DNA (3 m g) was digested with 40 U of HinfI and RsaI (GIBCO-
Life Technologies, Breda, The Netherlands). Southern blot
analysis was performed as described previously. 11 The telo-
meric probe (TTAGGG)5 was radiolabeled with [ a -32P]dCTP,
using terminal transferase (Boehringer Mannheim, Almere, The
Netherlands) and hybridized to the blots.11 After washing, blots
were exposed to Phosphor-Ima ger screens (Fuji, Kanagawa,
Japan) for 4 hr or overnight. The integrated signal of the area
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TABLE 1. DAT A ON PATIE NTS : CLIN IC AL AN D LABORA TO RY CH ARACTER ISTIC S AND TELO M E RE

RESTR IC TIO N FRAGM E NT LEN GTH CH ANG E OF NAIVE A ND MEM ORY CD4 1 T CELLS a

Follow-up AIDS CD4 1 cell
TRF length change

Antiviral SI phenotype
(years (years CD4 1 cells decline CD45RA CD45RO treatment (years

Patient after SC) after SC) (cells/ m l) (cells/ m l per year) (bp/year) (bp/year) (years after SC) after SC)

H-6140* 0.5–3.4 — 530 3 0 ND 3.1 —
H-1024 1.8–6.8 — 390 4 0 80 — —
H-6094* 3.5–5.7 — 450 32 136 2 45 — —
H-6134* 0.1–3.7 — 430 36 2 83 2 111 3.4 —
H-232 0.7–5.7 — 320 38 ND 0 1 —
H-82 2.0–9.3 — 340 48 2 27 27 9 —
H-169 1.7–10.9 — 360 157 43 54 — —
H-1120 0.1–3.8 4.7 870 165 2 27 2 189 1 3.8

aFollow-up is the time from first to last sample of TRF length analysis in years after seroconversion (SC) or, for patients about
whom seroconversion time is unknown (*), years after entry. CD4 1 T cell counts of the last sample analysis are shown. CD41

T cell decline and TRF length change are the average changes per year during follow-up. Start of antiviral therapy and switch
to SI phenotype are shown in years after seroconversion. SI, Syncytium-ind ucing variant; ND, not determined.



above the background and the positions of the molecular weight
marker were analyzed by Phosphor-Ima ger software (Tina;
Raytest, Straubenhardt, Germany) and mean telomere length
was calculated.

Correcting for CD45RA/RO impurity

We developed an algorithm to correct for the disproportion-
ally high signals due to increased binding of the telomere probe
(TTAGGG)5 to longer telomeres,27 and for the contamination
of the naive and memory subsets with cells of the other subset
(details available on request). Because the effect of the correc-
tion has a similar impact on both study groups, and has no sub-
stantial impact on any other results (data not shown), all results
presented are the raw data.

RESULTS

Normal telomeric restriction fragment length in naive
and memory CD4 1 T cells

TRF length was analyzed in purified CD45RA 1 and
CD45RO 1 CD4 1 T cells from healthy controls and HIV-in-

fected individua ls (see Fig. 1). All HIV-infected individual s
were in a clinically  latent stage at the time of analysis, with
CD4 1 T cell counts . 300 cells/mm3 and with duration of in-
fection from 1 to 12 years. Mean telomere length of
CD4 1 CD45RA 1 and of CD4 1 CD45RO 1 T cells from HIV-
infected individual s was not significan tly different from that
found in healthy controls (CD4 1 CD45RA 1 T cells [mean 6
SD], 8.6 6 1.1 and 9.0 6 0.9 kb; CD4 1 CD45RO 1 T cells,
7.4 6 0.8 and 7.5 6 0.9 kb, respective ly). In healthy controls,
the mean differenc e ( D ) in telomere length between
CD45RA 1 and CD45RO 1 CD4 1 T cells was 1.4 kb (Fig.
1B), which is in agreement with published  data.23 In HIV-in-
fected individual s, the mean D was 1.2 kb. In Fig. 1C, the
difference  in TRF length of naive (lanes 1) and memory (lanes
2) T cells is illustrated  for two HIV-negative controls (A and
B) and four HIV-infected individua ls (H1–4). Although the
range of D values for the HIV 1 group was larger than in
healthy controls, this difference  was not significan tly differ-
ent (Fig. 1B). Furthermo re, this larger variation in D in HIV-
infected individua ls was not related to CD4 1 T cell counts,
to naive and memory CD4 1 T cell counts, to disease pro-
gression and treatment, or to the impurity of the naive and
memory subsets (data not shown).
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FIG. 1. Comparative analysis of purified CD4 1 CD45RA 1 (naive) and
CD4 1 CD45RO 1 (memory) TRF length in 12 HIV controls and 12 HIV-pos-
itive individuals. TRF length analysis was perform ed by Southern blotting
using the radiolabeled (TTAGGG)5 probe, and analyzed by Phosphor-Im-
ager for the mean TRF length. (A) Telomere lengths of CD4 1 CD45RA 1

and CD4 1 CD45RO 1 T cells from 12 HIV 1 and 12 HIV 2 subjects were
compared. (B) The distance D  between the TRF lengths of CD45RA 1 and
CD45RO 1 cells from the HIV 2 and HIV 1 individuals in (A). Statistical
analysis was performed with the Mann–Whitney U test, and p , 0.05 was
considered significant. NS, Not significant. The horizontal bars indicate
means 6 SD (standard deviation). (C) A representative Southern blot of
telomeric DNA of CD4 1 CD45RA 1 (lanes 1 and 3) and CD4 1 CD45RO 1

(lanes 2 and 4) T cells from two healthy controls (A and B) and three HIV-
infected individuals (H1 to H3). Two sequential samples (lanes 1 and 2, 2
months lanes 3 and 4, 3.7 years after entry) are shown for H4, which corre-
sponds to patient 6134 depicted in Fig. 2.

A B
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No accelerated telomeric restriction fragment length
loss in naive and memory CD4 1 T cells

The statistical analysis of cross-sectional data is hampered
by the considerable variation in average TRF length of differ-
ent individuals. To confirm that in asymptomatic HIV-1 infec-
tion naive and memory CD41 T cell TRF lengths shorten at a
normal rate, we analyzed naive and memory CD4 1 T cell TRF
length in sequential samples from eight HIV-infected individ-
uals (Fig. 2). During follow-up, all eight HIV-infected individ-
uals were in a clinically latent stage, with declining CD4 1 T
cell counts remaining above 300 cells/mm3 at the last time point
(Table 1). The mean change in TRF length was 6 6 64, and
2 26.3 6 89 bp/year (mean 6 SD), in naive and memory CD4 1

T cell subsets, respectively. This is normal compared with the
33 bp/year reported in a cross-sectional study of healthy indi-
viduals, 23 and in the normal range of the 2 100 to 100 bp/year
we found previously in a longitudinal study of healthy HIV 2

controls.11 Only patient 1120 exceeded the normal TRF length
loss in the memory cells (i.e., a TRF length loss of 189 bp/year;
see Table 1). Thus, the average TRF length and the rate of TRF
length shortening in naive and memory CD41 T cells is not al-
tered in asymptomatic  HIV-infected individuals. These results
extend previous findings, 11,12,28 with the demonstration that the
average telomere length of both naive and memory CD4 1 T
cells in HIV-infected individuals having CD4 1 T cell counts
above 200 cells/mm3 remains in the normal range.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Because HIV-1 preferentially infects activated CD4 1 T
cells29 that are about to shorten their telomeres by dividing, it
was argued that HIV-1 infection will increase the mean TRF
lengths of CD4 1 T cells, which could be masking the shorten-
ing effect of an increased production. 16,22 We here analyze
mathematical models to show that, in a quasi-steady state sce-

nario,2 this TRF-elongating effect of HIV-1-associat ed killing
does not mask TRF loss because most CD4 1 T cells that are
killed must be replaced by further cell division, i.e., by further
telomere shortening. Thus, for the quasi-steady state scenario
where the killing of CD4 1 T cells is in almost perfect balance
with novel CD4 1 production, 2 we formally prove that HIV-1-
associated killing can only shorten the population average TRF
length.

In our models we assume that dividing CD4 1 T cells are
most vulnerable to lethal interactions with HIV-1. Thus, divid-
ing cells have a probability (1 2 b ) of surviving the division
cycle, where b is an HIV-1-associat ed killing probability of di-
viding cells. This killing rate b may be more general than just
infection. Because the death of one dividing cell implies the
loss of two daughter cells, one obtains terms of the form (1 2
2 b ) in the differential equations for the total cell numbers.

A one-compartment model

To illustrate basic principles, and to test the suggestion that
HIV-1 associated killing might mask cell division, we first ex-
tend our previous one-compartme nt model30 with HIV-1-asso-
ciated killing (see the Appendix). Thus, a population of re-
newing CD4 1 T cells can be described by two differential
equations, one for the total number of cells in the population
T, and one for the average “telomere loss index”  m . Increases
in m are proportional to decreases in the average telomere length
measured in experiments (see the Appendix), i.e., m increases
with the expected loss in TRF length per cell division.

For CD41 T cells that divide/ renew at a rate a , and which
die at a rate d , we derive in the Appendix the following two
simple differential equations:

dT/dt 5 T[ a (1 2 2 b ) 2 d ] (1)

d m /dt 5 2 a (1 2 b ) (2)
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FIG. 2. Longitudinal analysis of TRF length of (left) CD4 1 CD45RA 1 and (right) CD4 1 CD45RO 1 T cells from eight HIV-
infected men with CD4 1 T cell counts greater than 300 cells/mm3 . The first sample was considered the baseline TRF length (de-
fined as 0), and sequential samples were defined as the change from baseline in kilobases. HIV positivity is expressed in years
after seroconversion or entry. ( d ) 1024; ( r ) 232; ( j ) 169; ( m ) 1120; ( . ) 82; ( u ) 6134; ( n ) 6094; ( s ) 6140.



for the changes in the total number T of CD4 1 T cells, and their
average telomere loss index m , respectively. An implication of
this renewal model is that, under the quasi-steady state sce-
nario,2 the killing rate b of dividing T cells cannot be larger
than 0.5. For b . 0.5 there is no longer a (quasi) steady state,
because the renewal term a (1 2 2 b ) changes into a loss term,
implying that T cells would be rapidly depleted.

The rate of change of the average division index [Eq. (2)]
has a straightforward interpretation. For a constant killing prob-
ability b , we see that any increase in the CD41 T cell produc-
tivity a will increase the rate of telomere length shortening of
the CD4 1 T cells [Eq. (2)]. However, when the CD41 T cell
productivity is not increased, i.e., when a remains constant in
HIV 1 patients, the telomere loss index will grow at a slower
rate owing to the killing rate b . Thus, in the absence of any in-
crease in the CD4 1 T cell division rate a , the CD4 1 T cell TRF
lengths are indeed expected to remain longer in HIV 1 patients
than in HIV 2 controls.16,22

It was, however, argued that CD4 1 T cell levels are at quasi-
steady state with HIV-1-associat ed killing by a markedly in-
creased CD4 1 T cell production, 2,3 i.e., it was argued that
dT/dt > 0. One can calculate what this increase in production
(i.e., in a ) implies for TRF length shortening by solving the
killing probability b 5 0.5(1 2 d / a ) from the dT/dt 5 0 equa-
tion, and substituting this into Eq. (2) to find that d m /dt 5 a 1
d . Thus if the CD4 1 T cell numbers remain in steady state by
a markedly increased CD4 1 T cell production a , we do expect
markedly decreased average telomere lengths of CD4 1 T cells
during clinical latency. In retrospect this is an intuitive result
because the continuous replacement of cells killed by HIV-1
can only decrease the average TRF lengths.

For example, in HIV 2 controls d m /dt 5 2 a 5 2 d [see Eq.
(2) and Ref. 30]. Thus, if the rate of CD41 T cell production
were to be 10-fold increased, and if d remains normal, one ex-
pects the rate of telomere length shortening during clinical la-
tency to be increased by a factor (10 a 1 d )/(2 a ) 5 5.5. Simi-
larly, if a were 100-fold increased, m would run 50.5-fold faster. 

Multicompartment models

Earlier work on the TRF shortening rates in models allowing
for naive and memory T cell compartments demonstrated, how-
ever, that the TRF shortening rates of the memory compartment
is expected to approach that of the naive compartment. 30 This
conclusion is in good agreement with cross-sectional data from
healthy volunteers, showing a consistent 1.4-kb difference be-
tween naive and memory CD41 T cell TRF length.23 Because
the compartment of naive CD4 1 T cells may be at least partly
maintained by an earlier progenitor compartment (e.g., thymo-
cytes),31,32 similar results apply to the naive compartment, i.e.,
the telomere shortening rates of naive CD4 1 T cells are expected
to approach that of their progenitors. 30 The effect of HIV-1 in-
fection can be included in this multicompartment model.

Model structure, and analytical results

By extending our previous approach, 30 we have developed
a novel three-com partment model (Fig. 3).32a–c In each com-
partment there may be cell division (at a rate a ), HIV-1-asso-
ciated killing of dividing cells (at a rate b ), normal cell death
(at a rate d ), and transfer to the subsequent compartment (at a

rate g ). The maturation of thymocytes into immunocompetent
naive CD4 1 T cells, and the priming of naive T cells into mem-
ory CD41 T cells, allows for a clonal expression C. Telomerase
activity during clonal expansion 18 should limit TRF shortening
during clonal expansion, but this compensation need not be
complete. Hence, the mean telomere loss index m after clonal
expansion is taken to be increased by K units.30 Both C and K
may depend on HIV-1-associat ed killing b . For each cell sub-
set, the model consists of an infinite set of equations describ-
ing the numbers of cells indexed by the number of TRF-short-
ening events they went through. As before, 30 and as already
described, the full model can be distilled into just two equa-
tions per cell subset, for the population numbers and the mean
TRF loss index per subset.

For the population sizes of the progenitor P, naive V, and
memory M compartm ents we find

dP/dt 5 P[ a P(1 2 2 b P) 2 d P 2 g P]

dV/dt 5 V[ a V (1 2 2 b V ) 2 d V 2 g V] 1 g PCPP

dM/dt 5 M[ a M (1 2 2 b M ) 2 d M ] 1 g VCVV (3)

Likewise, the equations for the mean of the TRF index per T
cell subset are

d m P/dt 5 2 a P(1 2 b P)

d m V/dt 5 2 a V(1 2 b V) 2 g PCP (P/V) ( m V 2 m P 2 KP)

d m M/dt 5 2 a M (1 2 b M) 2 g VCV (V/M) ( m M 2 m V 2 KV) (4)

Note that the most “upstream”  compartment P follows the same
equations as the one-compartme nt model already described—
the only formal change is the extra loss by priming, with rate
g P. The equations for the two downstream compartments (V,M)
are almost identical in form.

Analogous to our earlier results,30 one expects the TRF
shortening rates d m V/dt and d m M /dt to approach that of the prog-
enitors d m P/dt. Eventually, all rates d m /dt will depend on a P

and b P only, while all downstream compartment parameters be-
come irrelevant for the TRF shortening rates. This approach to
equal TRF shortening rates implies an approach to constant dis-
tances between the average TRF lengths m of all compartments .
Importantly, these steady state distances D do depend on the
parameters of the downstream compartments, and may thus pro-
vide information on the respective division rates. Defining
D V 5 m V 2 m P and D M 5 m M 2 m V one obtains 30 for the
steady state distance

D V 5 KP 1 a V9 2 a P9 / g PCP V/P

D M 5 KV 1 a M9 2 a V9 / g VCV M/V (5)

where a x9 is the one-com partment TRF shortening rate, i.e., 
a x9 ; 2 a x(1 2 b x) for x 5 P ,V , and M .

In the previous model30 we assum ed that the naive CD4 1 T
cell compartment was maintained largely by renewal, i.e., by
the a V term, and that the contribution of the progenitor com-
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FIG. 3. A scheme of the mathematical model. Each box pi, vi, and mi represents the number of progenitor, naive, or memory
CD4 1 T cells that have gone through precisely i cell divisions. The total number of progenitor, naive, or memory T cells, P, V,
and M , respectively, is simply the sum of the corresponding array of boxes. The arrow s a , d represent the cell division and death
rates, respectively. These may be arbitrary homeostatic functions of the total T cell density within the compartment. The para-
meters b represent the probabilities that a dividing T cell interacts with HIV and dies by infection, apoptosis, or otherwise. The
parameters g represent the maturation rate of progenitors ( g P), and the priming rate ( g V ) of naive T cells. Thus, g V represents
the probability that a naive T cell becomes primed by a foreign antigen to expand into a clone of memory T cells under the in-
fluence of telomerase activity. Similarly, g P is the probability that a progenitor matures into a small clone CP of naive CD4 1 T
cells. Because dividing CD41 T cells can be killed by the virus, the number of progeny generated per CD4 1 T cell is an un-
known decreasing function C[ b ] of the killing rate b . Owing to telomerase activity by antigen activation, the telomeres of the
clonal progeny need not be much shortened. In our model we write that clonal expansion has a “cost” K in the telomore loss in-
dex, where K is probably small. Moreover, this shift should also be a function of the killing rate b because the same degree of
clonal expansion requires more cell division when proliferating cells are killed by HIV. This function K[ b ] is therefore proba-
bly small. Although in a rat model it has been suggested that in the absence of antigenic stimulation memory CD4 1 T cells re-
vert to a naive phenotype, 32a this appears to be insignificant for human CD4 1 T cells.32b,c Thus in our model memory CD4 1

cells never revert to the naive phenotype.



partment, i.e., g PCPP, plays a negligible role. This simplifies
the current three-compartm ent model into a two-compartm ent
model for V and M, with V acting as the “upstream”  compart-
ment. This special case g PCPP 5 0 merely requires replacing
all symbols P by V, and all V by M , while all M equations can
then be dropped. Because for human adults it remains an open
question whether naive CD4 1 T cells are maintained by re-
newal or by a progenitor compartment like the thymus, we will
consider both possibilities.

Interpreting telomere data in terms of the model

Our earlier conclusions about the one-compartme nt model
carry over to the upstream compartm ent (i.e., P in the three-
compartment model and V in the two-compartm ent model).
Thus, if cell division in the upstream compartment, say a P , in-
creases enough to maintain its population size despite HIV-as-
sociated killing, i.e., if dP/dt 5 0, the telomere shortening rate
d m P/dt 5 a P 1 d P 1 g P should increase. Conversely, if there is
no increase in a P, then HIV infection will reduce the shorten-
ing rate by a factor 1 2 b P . With progressive depletion (dP/dt ,
0), the TRF shortening rate falls between these two extremes
[see Eq. (4)].

We argued above, and previously, 30 that the downstream
TRF shortening rates d m V/dt and d m M /dt will ultimately ap-
proach the rate d m P/dt of the upstream compartment. Thus,
downstream TRF loss rates ultimately depend only on the
homeostasis of the upstream compartment. Since downstream
parameters do influence the steady distances D in the average
TRF lengths between the compartm ents, we consider Eq. (5).
First note that an increase in the naive and memory division
rates a V and a M , with no other changes of parameters, should
increase the steady state distances D V and D M . Initially, this
would be observed as an increased downstream TRF shorten-
ing rate. This is in contradiction with our data on D M (Fig. 1),
and on the naive and memory TRF length shortening rates (Fig.
2). It is, however, possible that the killing of dividing cells
“masks” part of the effect of increased division on TRF lengths
[i.e., in Eq. (5) this result depends on a x(1 2 b x)]. Because the
killing coefficients b are at most one-half (otherwise a rapid
collapse of the population sizes occurs), the maximum mask-
ing effect can only be a factor of 2.

Equation (5), however, identifies a number of other para-
meters that may confound the effect of an increased division
rate a . The constant K is likely to be unchanged because telo-
merase activity is normal in HIV-1 infection. 11,12,21 The pref-
erential depletion of naive CD4 1 T cells,26 should increase D M ,
which is, however, not observed (Fig. 1). Therefore, other pa-
rameters seem to be compensating for this increased M/V ratio.
Indeed, HIV-1 clinical latency is associated with a generalized
hyperactivation, 6,33,34 which may correspond to an increased
priming of naive CD4 1 T cells. Such an increase in the prim-
ing rate g V could mask the increasing effect of preferential naive
cell depletion, 26 and/or an increased a M on D M [see Eq. (5)].
Thus, normal TRF lengths in the memory CD4 1 T cells could
be due to fairly normal division rates and limited killing rates,11

but could also be caused by an increased priming rate g V of the
naive CD4 1 T cells that is masking an unknown increase in
memory division rate.

It has already been described that the naive CD4 1 T cell

compartment can be maintained by renewal (i.e., by the a V

term), by a progenitor compartment (i.e., by the g PCPP term),
or by both. If the naive compartment is largely maintained by
cell division in the progenitor compartment (i.e., if a V , , a P),
one surprisingly expects the average TRF length of the naive
CD4 1 T cells to be larger than that of their progenitors. This
perhaps counterintuitive result is in fact precisely what one
would expect if naive cells hardly divide (and thus keep their
original TRF length), while their population size is maintained
by influx from a progenitor compartment with frequent cell di-
vision (which means telomere shortening). Importantly, this has
implications for the effect of an HIV-induced reduction in the
flux g PCPP from the progenitor to the naive compartm ent.11,16

If naive CD4 1 T cells are largely maintained by progenitors,
progenitors have the shortest TRF lengths. Thus, HIV-associ-
ated downregulation of the flux g PCPP from progenitor into the
naive subset will reduce the entry of cells with relatively short
TRF lengths into the naive population, leading to a reduced rate
of TRF-shortening d m V/dt. Conversely, if naive CD4 1 are
largely maintained by self-renewal, such an interference with
progenitors might have a shortening effect on the average naive
TRF lengths.

In the latter scenario the naive cells act as the “upstream”
compartment as already described, and the progenitors can be
ignored. The fact that we find normal TRF lengths in naive
CD4 1 T cells then suggests that during clinical latency there
are only moderate changes in the naive CD4 1 T cell produc-
tion and death rates. The former scenario, in which the naive
CD4 1 T cell compartment is largely maintained by progenitors
(e.g., thymocytes), is in good agreement with data, however.
First, it is in perfect agreement with our data (Figs. 1 and 2)
that the TRF length-shortening  rates of naive CD4 1 T cells
seem somewhat slower than normal. Second, it would explain
the preferential depletion of naive CD4 1 T cells26 while mem-
ory CD4 1 T cells become preferentially infected. 24 Third, in-
creasing priming of naive CD41 T cells (i.e., increased g V )
would add on to this preferential depletion, and may mask the
somewhat increased division rate in the memory CD4 1 T cell
compartment.

DISCUSSION

To summarize, the normal telomere lengths and shortening
rates in CD45RA 1 naive and CD45RO 1 memory CD4 1 T cells
in HIV 1 patients are fully consistent with our conjecture that
during HIV-1 clinical latency the production of CD41 T cells
is not markedly increased, and that HIV-associated  interference
with the CD4 1 T cell progenitors plays an important role in
CD4 1 T cell depletion. 11,35 The average TRF lengths can, how-
ever, be confounded by changes in the flux between the pro-
genitor, naive, and memory compartments. Because one expects
similar changes in these fluxes in the CD8 1 T cell compart-
ment, and CD8 1 T cells have decreased TRF lengths, 11,36 these
confounding factors need not play a significant role however.

Measurements of CD4 1 T cell division by the Ki67 MAb,
and by deuterated glucose enrichment, confirm the notion that
CD4 1 T cell production is maximally severalfold in-
creased. 8–10,37 In HIV 1 patients the total fractions of
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Ki67 1 CD4 1 T cells in lymphoid tissue are approximately nor-
mal,9 to maximally severalfold increased. 8,38 Measurements of
the fraction of Ki67 1 CD41 T cells in peripheral blood tend to
be somewhat higher than those in lymphoid tissue,9,37 but also
suggest a maximally severalfold increased proliferation rate.
Bromodeoxyu ridine (BrdU) labeling studies in SIV-infected
macaques also suggested a severalfold increase in CD4 1 T cell
turnover. The BrdU labeling studies, however, demonstrated
that this not only applies to the CD4 1 target cells, but also to
CD8 1 T cells, B cells, and natural killer (NK) cells.34,39 These
data therefore suggest that the increased production is due to a
generalized hyperactivation of the immune system,34 rather than
to a homeostatic response to compensate specifically for CD4 1

T cell killing by viral infection. 2 Finally, the fact that the frac-
tion of Ki67 1 CD4 1 T cells in the blood and lymphoid tissue
decreases during the first weeks of HAART8,9 suggests that
HIV-1-associa ted killing of dividing CD4 1 T cells has little im-
pact on the pretreatment percentages of Ki67 1 CD41 T cells.

According to the “quasi-steady state” and “proliferative ex-
haustion”  scenario, 2 HIV-1 clinical latency involves a highly
stressed homeostatic response of a markedly increased CD4 1

T cell production that almost fully compensates for the high
rate of CD4 1 T cell destruction by the virus. This is called a
quasi-steady state because compensation is almost complete.
Because the percentage of productively infected CD4 1 T cells
is low,8,40 the HIV-1-associat ed killing rates need not be so
high, however. In addition, in human adults the regenerative
capacity of the CD4 1 T cell repertoire is limited.31,32,41–43 Thus,
even a severalfold increased production could be maximal, and
still be insufficient to compensate fully for the additional HIV-
1-associated cell death. This is the “limited renewal” sce-
nario.8,10,11,16,35,44 The two scenarios differ in the mechanism
for disease progression, and in the relevance of therapies aim-
ing at immune reconstitution. In the limited renewal scenario
disease progression is due to insufficient production in the
CD4 1 T cell compartment, whereas in the proliferative ex-
haustion scenario it is the highly stressed homeostatic response
that causes the regenerative capacity to ultimately, and irre-
versibly, burn out.2

In HIV 1 patients, the innate limited renewal seems further
impaired by interference of HIV with CD4 1 T cell progeni-
tors.10,11,16,35,44–47 The production of naive T cells in the thy-
mus remains functional in adult HIV-1 1 patients. This was
demonstrated by the increase in recent thymic emigrants (as
identified by DNA excision circles produced during T cell re-
ceptor [TCR] gene rearrangement) during HAART,46 and by
the positive correlation between the amount of thymic tissue
(as measured by chest computed tomography) and peripheral
naive CD41 and CD8 1 T cell counts.44 The thymus is, how-
ever, infected, infiltrated with macrophages, B cells, and CD8 1

effector cells, and lymphodepleted .45,47,48 Indeed, both the pe-
ripheral CD4 1 and CD8 1 naive T cell counts,26 ,44,49 and the
number of recent thymic emigrants in the periphery, 47 are re-
duced during HIV-1 infection. Moreover, when PBMCs from
HIV-infected individuals were cultured in a fetal thymic organ
culture (FTOC) system, both CD4 1 and CD8 1 T cell regener-
ation were impaired, but the CD4 1 T cell regeneration was the
most affected. 50 As already explained, such an interference with
CD4 1 T cell progenitor production is fully compatible with our
telomere data, and explains the preferential depletion of naive

CD4 1 T cells while memory CD4 1 T cells are most readily in-
fected.
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APPENDIX

For arbitrary density-dependent  a and d the model in Fig. 3
can be translated into an infinite system of differential equa-
tions for the subpopulations of “telomere loss index”  i, where
i measures the telomere loss in units of the expected loss per
cell division (in the absence of telomerase). Thus, if b is the
expected number of base pairs lost per cell division, a cell of
index i has reduced its TRF length by bi base pairs. For these
CD4 1 T cell subpopulations one obtains

dT i/dt 5 2 a (1 2 b )Ti 2 1 2 ( a 1 d )Ti

where a and d denote the division, and the death rates, respec-
tively. Summation yields the dynamics of the total number of
CD4 1 T cells T, i.e., Eq. (1) in the text.

The “average telomere loss index”  is naturally defined as a
weighted sum of all subpopulations Ti, i.e., as m 5 ^ i

` 5 iTi/T,
where T is the total number of cells. The rate of change of the
average telomere loss index is

}
d

d

m
t
} 5 }

T ^ iTi 9
T
2

2

T 9 ^ iTi} 5 }
^ iTi 9

T

2 T 9 m
}

where T 9i and T 9 are shorthand for dT i/dt as given above, and
dT/dt in Eq. (1).

The first sum term in the numerator is evaluated as

î5 1

iTi9 5 2 a (1 2 b ) 
î5 1

iTi 2 1 2 ( a 1 d ) 
î5 1

iTi

5 2 a (1 2 b )[T0 1  
î5 1

(i 1 1)Ti] 2 ( a 1 d )T m

5 2 a (1 2 b )T 1 [ a (1 2 2 b ) 2 d ]T m

Since the second term in the numerator equals [ a (1 2 2 b ) 2
d ]T m we obtain Eq. (2) in the text. Note that the measured av-
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erage telomere length L is related to m by L 5 L0 2 b m , where
L0 is the starting telomere length, and b is the number of base
pairs lost per cell division in the absence of telomerase.
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